
1Modules install as one piece.  Do NOT remove supports 
from modules.  Check list for everything that should be in 
the crate in addition to frames and modules.  

If anything is missing, please call C/S at 
800 233 8493 as soon as possible.  

2Locate supplied eld drawings which show the entire 
layout.  Each labeled section of the drawing will correspond
to the labeled physical section.  

Layout

Drawing

3Proceed with dry t of all sections by laying each module in 
its designated location. Mark perimeter of desired layout.
This will ensure all sections/patterns line up properly and the 
entire layout ts with the recess.

4Remove  the rst two modules.  Apply adhesive along the entire length of the back of the rst module support only.  Replace rst module in 
recessed area.  Continue moving to each adjacent setion.   Repeat process until nal module is installed.  Ensure all sections remain ush with
each other and surrounding nished door.  

5Let adhesive cure per manufacturer’s recommended cure 
rate before traffic resumes and/or sections are removed 
for cleaning.

Recommended Wait Time
24 Hours

Materials

Lift tool Drawing

Note
Adhesive not included.  
However we recommend -

3M 525 Adhesive 
or similiar Installation Instructions for Recessed Modular Flooring
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5Let adhesive cure per manufacturer’s recommended cure 
rate before traffic resumes and/or sections are removed 
for cleaning.

Recommended Wait Time
24 Hours

4Remove the rst two modules. Apply adhesive along the entire length of the back of the rst module only. Replace rst module in recessed area.
Continue moving to each adjacent section. Repeat process until nal module is installed. Ensure all sections remain ush with each other and
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Installation Instructions for Unframed Surface Modular Flooring

Materials

Lift tool Drawing

Note
Adhesive not included.  
However we recommend -

3M 525 Adhesive 
or similiar


